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Welcome
You are about to embark on a truly magical canoe journey. But magic can turn into
miserable if you do not PLAN, and PACK properly for it.
“The purpose of planning is to bring the future into the present
so that you can do something about it NOW!”
There’s nothing worse for a participant who gets ALL their personal gear soaking wet
on the first day of a 4-day canoe trip because they did not properly WATERPROOF
their gear the way we recommend. Similarly, it’s miserable for a participant who brings
along only cotton sweat gear, expecting to be warm in wind and rain, who then ends
up shivering cold every evening. Don’t be one of these people. Be smart, be organized.
We’ve learned that ‘Mother Nature’ can be sometimes be harsh. So, when preparing for
a multi-day wilderness trip, the motto use when preparing for our trips for is:
“Plan for bad weather and hope for good weather.”
Longer canoe trips, therefore, require better planning and preparation by every
participant. You are responsible for staying warm and comfortable in potentially
cooler, wet conditions. Equally important to remember when packing is the VOLUME
of your gear (how much space it takes up). It’s not so much about Weight of your gear
because canoes can easily handle an amazing amount of weight. Canoes are limited in
the amount of SPACE they can handle to hold everyone’s gear. If recommended
volume guidelines are not followed by each paddler, then this volume problem gets
multiplied by each paddler in the canoe. The result can mean that gear has to be repacked, thus wasting valuable time or, worse, valuable personal items have to be left
behind in order to make room for every person. So, remember:
“Take along ONLY the essentials for your trip and nothing more.
Then roll and stuff them into as small a waterproof bundle as you can.”

3 Levels Of Preparation For Your Trip
LEVEL 1: Personal Day Clothing:
It’s what you’ll be wearing each day in the canoe. Because the weather can
change many times in a day, think about dressing in LAYERS. As it gets warmer,
you can remove outside layers to stay cool, and when it gets colder, you can add
layers to stay warm.
1. Layer 1: Inside Layer: Lighter, thinner clothing:
• Lower Body: underwear, thin stretchy nylon sports pants
(shorts if warm), wool socks, sports sandals/outdoor
footwear
• Upper-Body: Quick-dry T-shirt
2. Layer 2: Middle Layer: Medium weight clothing:
• Lower Body: Loose nylon/quick-dry camping pants
• Upper-Body: Long-sleeved outdoor shirt
3. Layer 3: Outer Layer: Cold/Wet/Windy Weather clothing:
• Lower Body: Breathable waterproof rainpants
• Upper-Body: Warm sweater (wool or fleece), Breathable
waterproof windbreaker/rainjacket
Warm headgear (ie Wool Toque)
LEVEL 2: Daypack/Daybag:
It’s what you will keep near you at all times in the canoe. It is for holding
essential personal items such as your daily lunch, water, sunglasses, lip balm,
paddling gloves, camera, journal and pen, personal medications etc. It also
serves as safe, waterproof storage for your extra layers of clothing you will take
off when conditions gets warm. You’ll want to easily and quickly access these
items anytime you need.
LEVEL 3: Main Pack:
This will contain all your camping related items and will be tightly sealed every
morning when we break camp and then securely pack each canoe for the entire
day. These packs will only come out of the canoe at the end of each paddling
day. Unless it’s extremely important, you will not have access to this gear bag
because it will mean the delays and difficulties of unloading the canoe and
finding your gear.
So Remember: Take along in your Daybag everything you will need for the day.

MASTER PACKING LIST
1. GENERAL CAMP ITEMS
This is your core list of clothing and other essential camp items.
w NOTE: You will need to arrive on the first day of the trip wearing 1 of each of the items
marked below with a w beside it.
Avoid 100% cotton clothing as it has no thermal value when wet and does not dry quickly.
w 6 pairs of socks (wool mix best or nylon/cotton mix)
w Water shoes or sport sandals
w 5 pairs of underwear
w 2 Pair camping pants (nylon/quick-dry)
w 5 T-shirts
w 3 long-sleeved shirts
w 1 fleece vest
w Waterproof, breathable Rainjacket/Windbreaker
w Hat (full brim all around)
Sleeoing bag (3 seasons, compact)
Sleeping mat/roll (thin, high density foam)
Compact camping pillow or pillow case (to be stuffed with clothes to make a pillow)
Camp shoes or light walking shoes
Small Daypack (30-40L size)
Large nylon duffel bag or soft sided pack (80L size) (for holding all the smaller bags
inside)
1 pair of stretchy, full-length nylon sports tights (not skin tight, but comfortable)
2 pairs of thigh-length camping shorts (nylon, quick-dry)
1 Warm sweater or Fleece jacket
Sleep ware (long underwear/loose fleece pants)
Warm toque (wool preferred)
Warm camp gloves
3 metre length of nylon line/cord

MASTER PACKING LIST
2. PERSONAL UTILITIES (*items to go in your Daypack)
* 1L Water Bottle
* Glasses in rigid case (if you wear glasses)
* Sunglasses
* Safety Whistle
* Personal knife (ie Swiss Army knife) (if allowed by school)
* Small notebook/journal
* Pens/pencils/coloured markers (placed in ziplock)
* Camera
* Activity gloves (nylon: for paddling; can be fingerless)
* Waterproof, breathable Rainpants
* Sunscreen
* Lip Balm
* Bug Repellant
* Toilet Paper (In Ziplock Bag)
Outdoor-proof watch
Flashlight/headlamp
Binoculars (optional)
Compass/GPS (optional)
Matches/Lighter
Extra batteries for your camera/video recorder/gps
1 Plate, 1 bowl, 1 mug (with handle)
1 knife, fork, spoon
2 waterproof ziplock bags
2 green garbage bags (1 for sweaty/dirty clothing)
3. PERSONAL ITEMS
Cards
Small musical instrument
Activity items: small ball, frisbee etc.
Reading Book
Towel
Washcloth (for face & hands)
Personal medications in zip-lock bag (to be handed to teacher on trip)
Back-up medications (for serious conditions ie. inhaler, epipen etc)
2 Bandannas (for around neck or tying over head)
Personal comfort snacks (ie. gum, mints, gummy bears etc.)
4. GROOMING/TOILETRIES
Toothbrush
Toothpaste
Soap (small container) (biodegradable)
Shampoo (small container) (biodegradable)
Personal hygene products (as appropriate)
Hairbrush/comb

MASTER PACKING LIST
5. NEVER FORGET TO BRING:
A positive attitude
A willingness to try new things
An eye for safety
A thankful attitude
Respect for nature and other people
6. DO NOT BRING
Any electronic items other than the following approved items: video/audio recorders,
cameras, gps units.
Electronic entertainment devices or music players (mp3’s, iPods, personal gaming)
Jewelry or make-up
No expensive or delicate personal items that may get lost or damaged from travel/
camping in extreme outdoor elements.
NOTE: Any prohibited items you bring will be confiscated for the duration of the trip.

This will be a fantastic trip, provided you thoroughly plan and
organize yourself by following these simple guidelines and checklists.

To The Journey Ahead

Trip Packing Guidelines
Please follow these 7 Key Packing Guidelines
to ensure everyone has a safe and enjoyable good trip.

1

PACK ONLY WHAT YOU ABSOLUTELY NEED
• Follow closely the packing list you have been provided. It has been well
planned for you by very experienced trip leaders.
• DO NOT be tempted to bring extra of anything. This will make packing the
canoe harder for the trip leaders. If you bring unnecessary items, they may
have to be left behind if there is not enough room in the canoe.
• BE SMART: Try to have some of your items serve DOUBLE-DUTY:
• Example 1: Rather than a cup, a mug and a bowl, consider buying a 2
cup-sized camping mug (with handle). They have a screw-on lid and can
serve as both a bowl and a mug. So, one item functions as two.
• Example 2: DO NOT bring a pillow. Just bring a pillowcase and use it to
cover one of your nylon stuff sacks for clothing and use that for a pillow.

2

REDUCE/COMPRESS THE SIZE OF YOUR BULKIER ITEMS
• For bulkier items such as sleeping bags, ground pads, thick sweaters etc,
make sure you roll/compress them as much as possible. Use nylon straps or
twine to maintain the compression for stuffing in a bag.
• Use stuff bags/dry sacks/dry bags if possible. These allow you to compress
bulkier items into a smaller sizes which you can then cinch up. SEE
PICTURES

Trip Packing Guidelines cont’d

3

GROUP SIMILAR ITEMS & PACK IN
SEPARATE WATERPROOF BAGS.
Examples of Similar Groupings:
• Sleeping Bag & Sleeping Mat:
For sleeping bag, pillowcase
(no pillow unless it is an actual
small, purpose-designed,
camping pillow). Keep these
together for easy access
• Clothing:
Sweater, long-sleeved shirt,
extra T-shirts, pants,
underwear, wool/nylon socks,
camping shorts. Tightly roll &
stuff all into 1 medium-sized
waterproof bag.
• Camp Items:
Towel, dry camp shoes, warm
camp gloves, etc.

40-45 Litre Dry Sack/Dry Bag
Sleeping bag, sleeping mat, pillowcase

30-40 Litre Dry Sack/Dry Bag:
Clothing

• Personal Utilities
Dishware, eating utensils,
binoculars, matches, compass,
flashlight, small musical
instrument, book.
• Personal Items & Toiletries:
Facecloth, toothbrush,
toothpaste, hairbrush,
shampoo, personal hygene
products etc.
• Dirty Clothing:
Bring along a plastic garbage
bag to place sweaty/dirty
clothing in.

30 Litre Dry Sack/Dry Bag:
Clothing

10 Litre Dry Sack/Dry Bag:
Clothing

Trip Packing Guidelines cont’d

4

PACK ALL YOUR SEPARATE BAGS
INTO 1 NYLON GEAR BAG OR LARGE
SOFT-SIDED BACKPACK
• Keeps all the smaller bags together
including sleeping bag, sleeping
mat and smaller gear/toiletry bags
• Made of heavy nylon
• 80 Litre Capacity
• Line with super-sized Garbage bag
for additional moisture protection

Large Nylon Duffel Bag

OR
Large
Soft-sided
Pack

For holding ALL your smaller waterproof

5

BRING A ‘DAYPACK’ FOR PERSONAL
ITEMS DURING THE DAY
• Your Day Pack will carry all your
essential daytime items including:
• Lunch/Snacks
• Water Bottle
• Sunglasses, Sunscreen, Lip
Balm, Bug Repellant
• Warm headgear (ie Wool
Toque)
• Long-sleeved shirt
• Windbreaker/Rain Jacket
• Journal, Pen, Camera
• You will keep your Day pack
nearby so that you can have easy
access to items as you need them.

Small Day Pack
Holds ALL your essential personal daytime items

Trip Packing Guidelines cont’d

6

DO NOT PACK AT THE LAST MINUTE: PLAN AHEAD
• Give yourself a full week ahead to plan out your packing properly.
• Go through your packing list and determine if you have everything already or
if there are things you need to buy or replace.
• Giving yourself enough time ensures that you get/buy items you need as well
as to practise packing your bags so that everything fits in.
• Planning ahead reduces stress and will make the whole trip more enjoyable for
you.
• REMEMBER: Your trip can be ruined if you forget or do not have an essential
item that is on your list. BE PREPARED.

7

LABEL/TAG ALL YOUR BAGS FOR EASY IDENTIFICATION
• Many others may have bags identical to yours. Write your name with a BLACK
waterproof felt marker. Or tie a coloured ribbon on each bag. This will save you
countless headaches & time finding your bag among the many others each day.

For Good Information/Ideas/Pricing On:
Packing Systems/Bags/Sacks/Equipment/Gear
GO TO:

Mountain Equipment Co-Op
www.mec.ca
They have a huge selection of items with full colour pictures.
You can even order online

35L Rubberized Drybag
55L Rubberized Drybag

55L Nylon Drysack

